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Experience the perfect wine experience with Thermex Winemex

93. This advanced wine cooler keeps your wine at the optimal

temperature and protects it from sunlight and vibrations. With

space for 93 bottles and the beautiful design, Winemex 93 is the

ideal wine cooler for every wine enthusiast.

Winemex 93, double zone

The Thermex Winemex 93 is a high-quality wine refrigerator

designed to store and present your wines in the best way. This

wine refrigerator is the perfect choice for wine enthusiasts and

professionals who want to store and serve their wines under

optimal conditions.

One of the biggest advantages of the Thermex Winemex 93 is that

it can store up to 93 bottles of wine. This makes it ideal for storing

and organizing a large collection of wines. The wine fridge also has

a stylish design that will �t into any kitchen or dining room.

Thermex Winemex 93 can be used as a built-in or free-standing

unit as desired. A really beautiful wine cabinet that gives you easy

storage of a substantial wine collection in the kitchen. The cabinet

ventilates itself and has a carbon �lter to ensure an odor-free,

temperature-regulated climate inside the cabinet. It is made from

high-quality materials that ensure it will last for many years.

One of the most impressive features of the Thermex Winemex 93

is its advanced temperature control system. This system makes it

possible to set the temperature between 5 and 22 degrees in 2

different cooling zones so you can have a different temperature in

each part, e.g. one for white wine and one for red wine, which

allows you to store your wine at the optimal temperature. This is

especially important as temperature can affect the taste, aroma

and shelf life of your wine.

The wine fridge also has a quiet compressor, making it perfect for

storing wine at home or in the of�ce. The compressor is also

energy ef�cient, which means you can store your wines without

having to worry about a high electricity bill.

Overall, the Thermex Winemex 93 is the ideal choice for wine

enthusiasts and professionals who want to store and serve their

wines in the best conditions. This wine fridge is not only

functional, but also stylish and durable, making it an investment

that will last for many years.
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